Technopolis

The Technopolis of Delft together with the University of Delft and a select group of high-tech companies is designing a master plan for a Technopolis Business Park, to be located south of the T.U. Delft Campus. The Technopolis Business Campus aims to provide a high-tech, integrated centre of excellence for the region. The Technopolis Business Park will support the wider identity of T.U. Delft and Delft Knowledge. On the intersection between the university campus and the business campus will create a green and brown interface between campus and city, as a city park and as an international level.

Situation T.U. Delft and Technopolis 1:5000

Urban Fabric

Science Business Centre

The Science Business Centre is located in the business campus and is the core of the Science Business Centre. It represents the latest technologies as a Centre of Scientific Knowledge. Different groups of people will find their way to this inspiring building, having a meeting place for science and a place where they can exchange knowledge and ideas with each other. The Science Business Centre will be an architectural icon in the surrounding.

Program

In order to fulfill the needs of all people who visit the Science Business Centre, the building has a very elaborate program. To create some order, the main program is divided in several themes. For education, presentation, conference and maintenance. All these different themes are placed in a circular design, allowing the building to be a symbol of unity. The entrance to the Science Business Centre is at level -2, the main floors at level 0. The basement level is at level -1, and the entrance to the auditorium is at level -3. The auditorium is an open space, and can accommodate 3000 people, and is designed to be a meeting place. The Science Business Centre will be a symbol of unity and a place where people can exchange knowledge and ideas.
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Impression: 5th floor - roof garden / cafe

Impression: 1st floor - museum

Impression: ground floor - outside terrace

Impression: ground floor - inside terrace

Impression: basement - large auditorium